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Standard NN potentials and 3NF’s (TM99,UIX): 

 

• magnitude of 3NF effects 

• relativistic effects 

 

 Application of chiral NN and 3N forces: 

 

• low energies: N3LO NN + 3NF  and Ay puzzle 

• problems at higher energies 
 

 





Introduction – 2N and 3N systems 

 Input to those equations is:  

 - the nucleon-nucleon potential V (CD Bonn, AV18, Nijm,     
 chiral) 

 - the three nucleon force V123 (TM, Urbana IX, chiral) 

  

    Solutions allow us to calculate properties of 3H and 3He and different 
observables in elastic NN and Nd scattering and in the deuteron breakup 
reaction.  

 





Ay puzzle 

Sensitivity to 3Pj NN force components: 



Ay puzzle 



3N bound state: 
missing binding B ~ 0.3 -1 MeV 

binding energy     B ~ 8 MeV 

3NF effects ~ 10 % 

but <V> ~ -50 MeV -> V(3NF)/V ~ 1 % 

B = <T> + <V> 

 

3N continuum: 
S ~ V 

expected effects ~ 1% 

 
- Changing incoming energy increases V(3NF)/V  

 3NF’s expected to play increasing role at higher energies 





   Rather small 3NF effects at low energies 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

   Large 3NF effects start to appear at energies  

       above ~ 60 MeV 

 

 

   Region of large energies seems thus to be the proper  

       one for study of 3NF effects 



NN only (AV18, CD Bonn, Nijm1, Nijm2) 

NN+3NF TM99   
  

data 70: K.Sekiguchi et al., PR C65, 034003 (2002) 

data 250: 

x nd – Y.Maeda et al., PR C76, 014004 (2007) 

o pd – K.Hatanaka et al., PR C 66, 044002 (2002) 

Elastic scattering d(p,p)d 

  Total nd cross section:    (W.P.Abfalterer et al. PRL 81(1998)57) 

 up to ~ 50 MeV good agreement with predictions based on 2N forces  

 adding 3NF provides explanation of the disagreement up to ~ 150 MeV  

 at even larger energies a clear disagreement which increases with 

energy 

     Higher energy discrepancies 



d(p,p)d 



E=135 MeV 

d(p,p)d 

K.Sekiguchi et al., PRC C70,014001(2004) 



Ay 
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p(d,pp)n      Ed=270 MeV 

q2=31o, f12=180o 

K.Sekiguchi et al., PR C79,054008(2009) 



 what is responsible for large differences between theory and  

    data in 250 MeV cross section and in the total nd cross section    

    even after inclusion of 2p-exchange 3NF  ? 
 

 it is evident, that in the applied dynamics something is wrong or  

    missing  
 

 cPT (and standard meson-exchange picture) provides multitude  

    of additional, short-range components to 3NF (in the meson- 

    exchange picture connected to exchanges of  more or heavier  

    mesons), which should be more important with increasing energy 
 

 however, increasing energy means also a transition to a region,  

    where relativity could be important    relativistic Faddeev 

                                                                        calculations 
 



                  ( PR C71, 054001 (2005), 

                    PR C77, 034004 (2008), 

                    PR C83, 044001 (2011)  ) 
Relativistic Faddeev calculations 

The formal structure of the equations remains the same  

but the ingredients change 

 Form of the free Hamiltonian H0 (and G0) changes: 

2
2 2 2 2 2

0H 2 m k q m q     
  

 Interacting 2N subsystem (2-3) has nonzero total momentum 

      -q in the 3N c.m. system, what leads to the boosted potential V: 

2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2V(q) 2 m k v q 2 m k q         

      

 V(q=0) reduces to the relativistic potential v defined in  

      the 2N c.m. system. From V(q) the boosted t-matrix  

      is obtained 

   The Lorentz transformation from 2N to 3N c.m. is performed along 

       the total momentum of the 2N subsystem, which in general is not  

       parallel to momenta of these nucleons. This leads to Wigner rotation  

       of spin states. When defining 3N partial wave states care must be  

       taken about spin states 



Faddeev approach with both 3NF and relativity included 

only NN forces (CDBonn): 

nrel solid red     __ 

rel  dashed blue ---   

NN + 3NF (TM99): 

nrel dotted blue … 

rel dashed-dotted brown -.- 

elastic scattering: d(p,p)d 
data 135 - K.Sekiguchi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 162301 (2005)  

data 250: 

x nd – Y.Maeda et al.,  

PR C76, 014004 (2007) 

 

 
o pd – K.Hatanaka et al., 

PR C 66, 044002 (2002) 

 interplay of relativity and 3NF’s leads to a slight increase of  the 

        cross section at angles larger than qcm ~ 100o 

 effects of relativity seen only in Nd elastic scattering backward cross 

section ! 

 relativistic effects are not responsible for large discrepancies in elastic 

Nd scattering cross section 



elastic scattering d(p,p)d 

only NN forces (CDBonn): 

nrel solid red     __ 

rel  dashed blue - - -   

NN + 3NF (TM99): 

nrel dotted blue … 

rel dashed-dotted brown - . - 

pd data: IUCF, Phys. Rev. C74, 064003 (2006) 

pd data: K.Sekiguchi et al., Phys. Rev. C65, 034003 (2002) 

 small rel. effect on spin observables  
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Large relativistic effects for breakup cross sections in some regions of phase-space !  
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Supported by data ! 



 relativistic effects are not responsible for large discrepancies  

     in elastic Nd scattering 
 

 very probably those discrepancies come from neglection  

    of short-range 3NF components, which become active  

    at higher energies  

 such short-range 3NF’s are in the meson-exchange picture  

    given by p-r and r-r exchanges and in cPT comes a lot of  

    short-range contributions in N3LO order of chiral  

    expansion  (without free parameters)  

Challenge:  apply NN and 3NF’s derived consistently 

                      in the framework of the chiral  

                      perturbation theory 



perturbation in (Q/L)n 



LENPIC (Low Energy Nuclear Physics International Collaboration): 

    to understand  nuclear structure and reactions with chiral forces 



 To describe 2N system it is necessary and sufficient to go  

 to N3LO in chiral expansion: 
 E. Epelbaum, H. -W. Hammer, U.-G. Meißner, Rev. Mod. Phys. 81, 1773 (2009) 

 R. Machleidt, D. R. Entem, Phys. Rept. 503, 1 (2011)  

 

 

  

 

 

V(p,p’)  fR(p) V(p,p’) fR(p’)  with fR(p) = exp(- p2n/L2n )  n=2  

Regularizing the potential: 

 

V(p,p’)  fR(p) V(p,p’) fR(p’)  with fR(p) = exp(- p2n/L2n )  n=2  

 

Regularizing the potential: 

 

V(p,p’)   fR(p) V(p,p’) fR(p’) with fR(p)=exp( -p6/L6)   



 N2LO: (a) + (d) + (f)  (E.Epelbaum et al., PR C66, 064001 (2002)) 

 N3LO: (a) + (b) + (c) + (d) + (e) + (f) + rel  

             V.Bernard et al., PR C77, 064004 (2008) - long range contributions (a), (b), (c) 

             V.Bernard et al., PR C84, 054001 (2011) - short range terms (e)  

                                                                                  and leading relativistic corrections  

N3LO contributions do not involve any unknown low energy constants ! 
The full N3LO 3NF depends on two parameters cD and cE coming with (d) and (f) terms, respectively. 

They are adjusted to two chosen 3N observables. 

 N4LO (longest range contributions): (a) + (b) + (c) + (d) + (e) + (f) (H.Krebs et al., arXiv:1203.0067) 

Various topologies contributing to the 3NF up to and including N4LO 





Ay puzzle 





Conclusions: 
 

 

      at low energies effects of N3LO 3NF’s are small for elastic  

          scattering cross section 

 

 

      they do not decrease the discrepancy between data and theory  

          in the maximum of Ay . Contrary, N3LO 3NF  increases that discrepancy. 

 

      it indicates that probably Ay puzzle reflects both facts:  

          namely  bad knowledge of low energy 3Pj NN forces and  

          neccessity of applying N4LO 3NF 

 

      Is the applied regularization of N3LO chiral forces a proper one ? 

          



Some remarks on application of  

the chiral N3LO NN interactions  

to Nd scattering, especially at  

higher energies: 

HW et al. J.Phys.G: Nucl.Part.Phys. 41,094011(2014) 



Standard NN pot. 

N2LO - Bochum 

N3LO - Idaho 

N3LO - Bochum 



Standard NN pot. 

N2LO - Bochum 

N3LO - Bochum 

N3LO - Idaho 



N3LO Bochum 

U = PT + PG0
-1 



N3LO Idaho 



Summary: 

  Nd elastic scattering and deuteron breakup reaction reveal   

 large sensitivity to underlying nuclear forces  --> good tools to 

 test nuclear Hamiltonian 

  it is clear, that based on the present day NN  forces additional 

 term in nuclear Hamiltonian is needed  -->  3NF 

  present day 3NF models, derived independently from NN 

 potentials, can account in some cases for discrepancies      

 between theory and data 

  call for consistency between 2N and 3N forces: support and  

 guidance  --> chiral  perturbation theory 

     small relativistic effects in Nd elastic scattering 

     Big challenge: application of chiral N3LO forces (2- and 3-body)     

 to 3N continuum at higher energies 

     Numerical challenge: approach without partial wave           

       decomposition 

 

 



3NF with jmax=3 and up to J=3/2 only ! 


